This competition is part of SAP’s effort to encourage self-directed learning so that students have the initiative and sense of responsibility for his/her own learning. The Dashboard Design contest was organised for students in undergraduate and diploma programs in Southeast Asia. In groups of three, students used SAP Dashboard Design tool to create a dashboard on Formula One, a theme that is highly popular with young adults. With free software downloads, online tutorials and guides, they would pitch their creative skills against one another for attractive prizes.

RP DSCM assembled a team of 3 students to participate and within a short period of 6 weeks the team managed to submit a nicely designed dashboard. Our team put in great effort within such a short time on top of their heavy academic loading and managed to enter the final 6 after competing against 50+ entries from Southeast Asia!

We are the only team from Diploma in Supply Chain Management among the 6 final teams!

Our team gave a great presentation to showcase the functionality and insightful user experience provided by the dashboard we designed.

It was a fruitful learning journey for our students, being there has been a great achievement and learning opportunity for us!

The following are some photos taken during the presentation:
Singapore Land Authority’s Spatial Challenge 2011 & 2012

The SLA Spatial Challenge is an initiative of the Singapore Land Authority aimed at encouraging the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology in Schools. Supported by the Ministry of Education, the Challenge is organised for Pre-University and Tertiary students to increase the awareness of GIS in students, and encourage innovative use of GIS in Singapore.

RP DSCM assembled teams to participate in Singapore Land Authority Spatial Challenge 2012 and 2011, respectively. Our teams impressed the judges with their innovative ideas and received a Eureka Award. The team that comes up with an original project concept, uses creative approach to problem solving and analyses issues from a “why didn’t I think of that” perspective!

The following are some photos taken during the competition:
The Supply Chain Challenge 2012

This is a National Competition on Supply Chain Management which was jointly organized by SPRING Singapore together with Singapore Logistics Association (SLA). And this case competition on Supply Chain Management opened to the five (5) polytechnics

RP DSCM assembled five teams to participate in this competition and one team made its way to the final ten.

The following are some photos taken during the competition: